Student opinion profile to be published next year

by Linda Reiff

Although faculty participation was low in the recent student opinion profile poll, the A.S.B. committee in charge of the evaluations still plans to publish the results in January. Only 50 of Cal Poly’s 900 faculty members administered the questionnaire to their classes.

At the beginning of the quarter all faculty members were sent a letter asking for support and participation in the program which would allow students to evaluate their instructors. The results, plus other information, would be included in a booklet to be sold on campus.

"The faculty is apprehensive about the whole thing," said Jeff Michaelak, student opinion profile director. "They're afraid it's a hit job.

Michaelak said about 85 instructors sent back the original letter, agreeing to participate. Out of those 85, about 80 actually did go through with the evaluations. The rest of the faculty did not reply or sent back commentaries about the program.

"One more evaluation seems like one more threat."

Hopefully, what they see the book itself they’ll see the value in it," said Thomas Turner, A.S.B. academic coordinator who oversees the profiles.

During the fourth and fifth weeks of school, students were asked to rate the participating instructors and their courses in a number of areas. In addition, the instructors submitted a personal profile.

Michaelak and Turner agreed that, overall, student opinions of their professors were generally good. The department with the most faculty members participating in the program was child development, Turner noted.

"The results will be out with the schedule for spring registration the third week in January," Michaelak said.

Included with the student opinions and instructor profiles will be information from interviews with each of the participating faculty members, all department heads and school deans.

The booklet will also contain a description of each department’s history, problems, future improvements, organizations and activities," Turner said.

The booklet will cost $1 and will be sold in the bookstore.

Turner said he hopes participation will increase the next time the evaluations are administered, as the committee plans to put out a new book every year.

Turner noted, though, that the Academic Senate might help to increase faculty participation. However, because of problems and delays in the past, the Academic Senate has not officially been asked to support the student opinion profile, and has therefore not supported the program.

"We didn’t even go to the Academic Senate this year because of the way it was put off last year," Turner said.

Last year the Academic Senate said it would refer the proposal to the student affairs committee, but, Turner said, nothing happened.

"It never got out of committee," he said. "They said they wouldn’t be able to approach the item until the fall of 1981.

"This year we bypassed them and went straight to each and every teacher in the school," Turner explained. "They (Academic Senate) didn’t take us seriously.

Please see page 6

Light, heat, phones missing in offices

by Mark Brown

Managing Editor

Nearly two weeks after most of the business management department was moved for construction of the new engineering building, the department’s faculty is still without phones, heat, adequate lighting or security, according to department officials.

"I don’t think that this has ever happened in higher education before," said interim Department Head M. Bill Ausieker. "This is a first. I think President Baker ought to be proud that he was able to do this—evict faculty and disrupt classes and the management department in the middle of the sixth week.

The Modoc facility office complex, near the Robert E. Kennedy Library, houses 13 full-time faculty and five part-time faculty. It was occupied the week of Oct. 28 so that construction could begin on the new engineering building, expected to be completed in 18 months.

"Last year they tried to reorganize us," Ausieker said. "This year they’re just going to move us out onto the railroad tracks and hope that a train hits us.

"Well, at least they have solar heat in the offices," Ausieker said. "It was 47 degrees in one office the other day. It hasn’t rained too badly yet. But when it does, we may lose a few students down there.

Please see page 7

Filipino enjoys U.S., but anxious for home, family

(Editors note: This is the third in a series of five interviews with foreign students on campus"

by Teressa Mariani

American student

The Philippines—what do those words bring to mind? After this summer’s assassination of Thomas Aquino, leader of opposition to Philippines President Ferdinand Marcos, and the ensuing student protests, the image The Philippines evokes may be one of just another conservative dictatorship.

"I was there when he was shot," said Mary, a Filipino student currently working on her M.A. in math at Cal Poly.

"The first week, it was really tense," said the 24-year-old graduate student, who asked not to have her full name used.

"But after the first riot, it really calmed down."

Mary will finish her work on her degree this year and plans to return to her hometown, a medium-sized city on the Philippines’ main island.

She says she has no fear of returning to a country which many diplomats and government officials have been quick to condemn as a police state.

"I don’t think I’m that worried. I’m sure after a certain period of time there will be stability. Of course, it will take some time," she said with a smile. "But I’m content with what we have there."

The grad says she also feels that she did not feel any government oppression in her native country. "I don’t fear going back," she said, but admitted, "I’d like the kind of person who accepts what’s there."

Of the other foreign students, Mary said the American press has been one-sided in its coverage of events in her homeland.

"Probably you don’t see the whole picture. If you look at it so far, what I have seen on TV are interviews with people who belong to the opposition group," she explained. "I’m not sure where they interviewed both sides."

The graduate student also thought the press has played up student protest in the Philippines. "From what I hear (in the American press), it seems like students are the ones that face the main problems," she said.

"Essentially in the Philippines, it is the student group which demonstrates first, but that’s because students make up the largest portion of the population," she said.

As for the possibility of a harsh military crackdown on student unrest, Mary expressed doubts. "I don’t think that’s going to happen," she said. Mary shrugged. "I don’t join those things. I don’t know the military here.

The math major explained that most protests and demonstrations take place in Manila, where the student population is some 34,000. "It is Manila that sees the more violent demonstrations," she added.

In Mary’s smaller

Please see page 8
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South Africa on a collision course with collapse?

"Adapt or die" was the call of new South African Prime Minister F.W. de Klerk to his stunned white countrymen in 1979. The cabinet member directly responsible for black affairs had just resigned in the United States and proclaimed that "apartheid is dying and dead." The world was amused and breathed a sigh of relief.

Now, four years later, the world holds its breath once again. South Africa seems locked on a course of escalating violence as the recent bombings in Pretoria demonstrate.

On the one hand, the angry impatience of militant blacks is growing, for the basic concept of apartheid hasn't changed.

On the other hand, the whites are told they must ready themselves for change - but shouldn't worry about black domination. The situation is one of confusion.

South Africa has a future - and only with the whites.

This is the second reality of all South African politics: just as the blacks cannot permanently be excluded from power, the whites will never give up their right of self-determination.

Nobody can predict exactly when blacks will participate in governing the country. Generally speaking, the sooner the better. But to expect the whites to hand over power after 35 years of apartheid is naive, to say the least.

Moreover, anyone who wants to cut the South African knot with one strike instead of dismantling it chooses to ignore the instantarchy.

Reforms must come, and they must come now, but nevertheless they must be well-planned. The new constitution, which two out of three (white) voters approved of in a referendum just recently, was a small step in the right direction.

But even for such limited changes the Botha regime has fought long and hard for their freedom and are willing to do so again if need be. They are armed to the teeth, especially in the rural areas. A civil war among whites would result in a catastrophic blood-bath no government could afford.

Should this nightmare come true, the so-called De Gaulle-Option might be invoked. The Executive Presidency could take over, backed by the generals, and run the country like a dictator.

Compared to the possibility of a military coup South-American-style, a black revolt "from below" seems remote at present. Potential black revolutionaries lack coal: arms and money, organization and above all unity.

If the black tribes are unified, they could bring the apartheid-state to its knees in a matter of months with a single stroke.

More than anything else, the economy is South Africa's Achilles heel. It isn't coincidental that most of the important reforms have taken place in the industrial sector: abolition of job reservation, the forming of official black unions, substantial increases in real incomes-wages.

These reforms count, namely, in the pocket. They have prevented the attitude "We have nothing to lose" among black workers until now and ensured relative peace.

For the African miner in Johannesburg and the African car mechanic in Port Elizabeth truly have something to lose. They have the highest salaries on the African continent, the future of their children; the hope of being better off someday. These rational reasons have kept them from giving in to their emotional feelings of hate.

Now, social reforms must follow the economic ones. Racialist nonsense like segregation on beaches, in cinemas and in restaurants should have gone long ago.

Africa hungered more than ever before; not only for human rights, but often for one warm meal per day.

Other laws, which touch on more sensitive areas but which nevertheless have no rational let alone moral justification, are simply superfluous.

An example is the Immorality and Mixed Marriage Act, the law forbidding sex and marriage across the color line. A commission of inquiry has been appointed to investigate how that law could be reformed or abolished.

The reason is obvious: the authorities have understood that such marriages are very rare to begin with and that sexual contacts can't be prevented anyway. There is no reason whatsoever for that law.

Therefore, the government could score a few points internationally by getting rid of it and ease human hardships at the same time - without changing the status quo.

However, as soon as the white life style is threatened the speed of reform becomes depressingly slow. The Group Areas Act, for instance, the law that specifies exactly where one must live, seems practically un-touchable. And yet, there must be a political solution regarding the urban black population is urgently needed.

Giving them an urban, then regional franchise would be a good start. And the men, the women. As far as rights and things can be foreseen, it wouldn't be surprising if it at the end of the century still not every South African could vote, not on the same ballot paper anyway.

The concept of a future South African federation comprising black national states will be the last bastion white power will relinquish.

But let us not belittle ourselves: we are dealing with Africa; those countries which grant their citizens free and fair elections among competing parties are few and far between.

Worse, Africa hungered more than ever before; not only for human rights, but often for one warm meal per day. Out of the five million refugees in Africa only the fewest come from South Africa.

But cynicism doesn't help southern Africa. Those who propagate boycotts and embarrasses (i.e. students demanding divestment) either haven't got their facts straight or wisely keep mum about the grave consequences their demands would have. The severance of economic ties between South Africa and the West would bear near-catastrophic results for at least nine African countries.

They have but one choice: trade with South Africa or starve - quite literally. Isolating South Africa would mean isolating the Africans, too.

Fact: South Africa produces 77 percent of the total gross national product of the continent south of Zaire and Tanzania. Fact: Marxist Mozambique alone depends upon her land neighbour for 37 percent of her trade. That's geopolitically: despite the worst possible political relations, business is still brisk.

Pretoria has also demonstrated how it deals with its enemies. A friendly visit of the President Carter, military, self-sufficiency has been increased from 50 to 90 percent! South Africa is more important to other countries than they are to the States.

That's still a dream. The dream that good reason will prevail at the Cape of Good Hope, that all South Africans, black and brown, will find a peaceful way to live together.

There are no easy solutions, but it is not too late. The West should be convinced that the troubled republic at the tip of the African continent does not become the hemisphere's next Cuba.

Author Thomas Knaveworthy is a former Cal Poly journal-

The largest selection of hard aluminum MEASURING TOOLS in the country!

The West should be convinced that the troubled republic at the tip of the African continent does not become the hemisphere's next Cuba.
Factory farming is a meaty issue at Cal Poly

By Jesse Chavarría
Staff Writer

Calling attention to the conditions of animals on "factory farms" and questioning whether human standard should be applied to animals were the topics of two speakers Thursday at Chumash Auditorium.

Virginia Handley, Regional Officer for the Fund for Animals, and Stan Dunson, Professor of Philosophy, explored different aspects of the treatment of animals on factory farm, in a joint lecture "Factory Farming."

Handley provided a slide show presentation which gave an overview of the current state of factory farming.

"Factory farming is maximizing the output of animals so we can use these products to maximize profits. Sometimes the process used to do this leaves much to be desired," said Handley.

She went on to explain how pigs, calves and hens are kept in such a way that they live under constant stress of crowding, mutilation—basically not being cared for properly.

Veal calves are kept confined in dark rooms so that they can’t even turn around, she said. Their diets are deficient in fiber which in turn results in an unhealthy animal. This is done to keep the meat colorless when it is processed, she added.

In discussing how pigs are raised, Handley said they are put into crowded pens which results in cannibalism and pigs biting each other’s tails off. According to Handley's slides, 50 lb. piglets are only given 1.7 square feet to live in.

Conditions for hens are worse, said Handley. 'The birds' coops are constantly limited, so that egg productivity remains high. These chickens are so overcrowded they have to have their beaks removed so they won't peck each other to death,' Handley said.

The biggest reason for this type of treatment of animals, according to Handley, is because the farms are no longer owned by families, but are run by huge agribusiness firms only interested in profits.

After her talk, Handley yielded the floor to Dunson, who is a different viewpoint.

"In order to understand animals we must look at how they exist in nature, then ask whether we should apply humane standards to animals or not," said Dunson.

Farmers are not cruel to animals in general, he added, but if these conditions do exist, the farmers are probably forced to by economic conditions.

"But should we extend the fundamental rights of humans to animals—is that the right thing to do?" asked Dunson.

"I think we should use animals, I just don’t think we should abuse them," he stressed.

Handley and Dunson then opened the floor for questions and comments.

Several students took the opportunity to express views contrary to those of the speakers.

"You say we should project humanistic characteristics to animals. Plants have been shown to have feeling and reactions too. Are we not going to eat them either? We will starve," said Suzanne Ketcherside, an animal science major.

Another student added that he was willing to give Handley a tour of the Poly animal facilities. "I think you should go to the source, so I’m willing to take you right now, right after this discussion," said Gary McDonald, another animal science major.

A student form the agricultural business school, Greg Harder, pointed out that he believed a misunderstanding exists between the animal rights groups and agriculture people.

"Some of you make the point of saying that you don’t have to eat animals to survive, that other foods will substitute for meat. Well, I’d just like to say I don’t like nuts. I like meat and chickens and I think many other people feel the same way," said Harder.

He added that animals in the wild are not in the paradise that animal rights groups claim when they exist in a state of nature.

"Look at the wild horses situation in Nevada. They are a nuisance. They are wild and free, but also destructive and miserable. They aren’t good for anything except dog meat," said Harder.

He also criticized freeze branding, something that Handley had advocated earlier, because although it may be less damaging to the animal it is not effective because it doesn’t work on some animals and can be rubbed off, leaving no clear method of identification.

"I think a lot of the solutions to our problems are just common sense. But people don’t seem to know too much about that around here," Harder said.

Robustics highlighted at Charter Night

by Michael Stump
Staff Writer

All engineering and technology clubs will receive their charters tonight at 8 p.m. in the UIU room 308, and as an added feature Marc Boyd from IBM will discuss the Endicott Research Facility and robotics.

Charter Night is an annual presentation where clubs in the Poly Phase, the oldest club on campus, has been around 35 years. It is the electronics club for electrical and computer engineering major, "and is one of the more student-oriented clubs," said Al Rodrigues, chairman of the Engineering and Technology Student Council.

There are 50 clubs in the department, which offer something for everyone, said Rodrigues.

"It’s traditional that a speaker is provided," said Rodrigues, "but we would like to draw more engineering majors to get them acquainted with clubs. Also, anyone interested in robotics is invited to come watch the presentation."

Boyd’s presentation will be divided into three parts. He will talk about the Endicott Research Facility, IBM’s home base, and discuss job opportunities.

Then he will proceed to robotics, and present a 10 minute video on robotics being used in the Detroit auto industry. It will feature the future of robotics and recent developments in the field, as well as three case studies on safety aspects of robotics and facility requirements.

The conclusion will be a question and answer period "which should be helpful to students interested in any related fields," said Rodrigues.

Cal Poly Bicycle Patrol

When riding at night you must have a light as well as proper reflectors

SOLUTIONS

PIZZA PIES with TASTE 544-4420
Damn, he's not funny

Richard Pryor
Here and Now

by Lisa McKinnon
Staff Writer

"Richard Pryor Here and Now," at the Fremont Theatre written and directed by Pryor himself, is a film that has its signals crossed.

In the film, Pryor seems to be trying to a) entertain his audience and b) send out a message at the same time. The resulting film can only marginally entertain and the message is of little importance.

"Here and Now" was filmed before an audience of 3,000 in the Stegner Theatre of New Orleans. It is a concert film. As is the problem with most concert films, much of the thrill of seeing Pryor perform on stage was lost somewhere in the translation to film.

Watching this movie is too much like watching TV. The audience is passive, and jokes that might have been hilarious live fall flat when presented to a movie audience.

When an audience feels free to get up and make frequent snack bar runs, something's wrong—they know they won't be missing much while they're gone.

The movie opens with scenes of adoring crowds lining up to see the show. Some of the people react to Pryor's virtuosity to the point of being ridiculous. Is this going to be a film of one of Pryor's concerts, or is it a documentary, on how wonderful he is?

The adoring-fan scenes are alternated with shots of Pryor sitting backstage or complications, reflecting very seriously on his career and what it means to him and his audience.

In a way, the film's opening foreshadows its basic conflict. Pryor is expressing a desire to be a little more serious about some things while, outside, the audience is clamoring for some good old Richard Pryor rowdy comedy.
From page 4

And to some extent they get it. To the roaring approval of the crowd, Pryor gets into such subjects as crab lac, throwing up, the size and use of his reproductive organ, and President Reagan's repressed sexual frustration as it manifests itself in MX missiles. Pryor also discusses drugs. He slips into character as a drunk trying to talk to a cop. He talks about how drugs can inhibit a man's sexual prowess. And he tells us he's been off drugs for seven months. He tells us this at least six times.

— Richard Pryor review

And he tells us he's been off drugs for seven months. He tells us this at least six times. — Richard Pryor review

The first time, there is general applause from the audience, with a few cries of disbelief. The message is baring after the second or third repetition, however. Keeping Pryor's drug-related and near fatal accident of a few years ago in mind, one might think of his absence from drugs as an exercise in common sense. What does Pryor want for displaying normal intelligence—a medal?

One 'drug' scene in particular taxes both Pryor's abilities as a comic and the audiences' abilities to sit through it. Pryor has slipped into character as a junkie. He pantomimes shooting up, and has trouble finding a vein. "Shit, I had it there yesterday," he cracks.

The 'shooting up' done, Pryor contorts his body in mockery of a junkie's dope-dup delirium. The scene runs so long that the audience, on film and in the movie theater, becomes restless, unsure whether they should laugh or... what?

It is a scene which would be better suited to the dramatic interpretation segment of a stage actors' competition.

When the message gets logged down, Pryor reverts to saying "shit" and a four-letter word for copulation! Pryor has come to depend too much on over-used profanities for his laughs when the going gets rough. His material from the recent past shows he can do much better than spout off a two-word vocabulary.

Even within "Here and Now" we see glimmers of genius. Pryor has some thought-provoking yet funny things to say about racial relationships and what would happen in the event of a nuclear war.

For the most part, though, he should leave the type of 'comedy' he displays in "Here and Now" to those who do it best: the 10-year-olds who have discovered just what words will shock their mothers, and who are fixated with juvenile, bathroom humor.

---

Treat Yourself to Lunch at

Vista Grande

restaurant

**Burgers:**
- Served with French fried potatoes or cole slaw and choice of homestyle soup or salad green or red cabbage salad.
- Cheddar and Bacon Burger $3.65
- Ortega Burger $3.40
- Green Chile and Jack Cheese $3.35
- Avocado Burger $3.25
- With sautéed mushrooms
- Turkey Burger $3.25
- Seasoned patty with natural cheddar cheese
- Old Fashioned Burger $3.15
- From patty with bacon, onion and garlic
- Patty melt $3.40

**Salads:**
- Served with fresh baked Cot Pollo rolls or choice of crackers. Last salad available upon request.
- Chinese Chicken & Cucumber Salad $3.65
- Chef's salad $3.65
- Spinach Salad $3.45
- Chef's salad with hard boiled egg, cheddar cheese and fruit and vegetables dressing $3.45
- Fresh Mozzarella $2.85
- Fresh Mozzarella with fresh tomato, onion and garlic
- Tuna Salad $3.85
- Grilled cheese salad $3.85

Open Daily from 11:00 am to 8:00 pm

---

We'd Like To Apply For Your Career!

When you interview with Quantum, bring us a lot of questions. We prefer a two-way interview, where you can learn as much about us as we learn about you. After all, Quantum is applying for your career!

Some Information On The Applicant.

Quantum is a relatively young (4 years old), yet highly successful disk drive manufacturer. Our customers are major computer and systems manufacturers. They stake their names on our products, so they demand the ultimate in quality and performance.

Engineering graduates who join us have the opportunity to learn and grow in our exceptional, people-oriented environment. Our size maximizes visibility and responsibility. And our commitment to quality, in our people and our products, insures our continued success.

Interview Us!

Interview Quantum, and we think you'll discover the prime candidate for your career.

WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
MONDAY & TUESDAY NOVEMBER 21 & 22

Check at the Planning and Placement Office for sign-up information. If you have the chance, send us your resume in advance. Or, if you miss our visit, but would still like to contact us, send materials to Keith Roehm, Human Resources Department, Quantum Corporation, Dept. CE, 1830 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035. An equal opportunity employer.
America is different but has been good experience
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homa city, students number only 3,000; students and police are quieter.

"We usually have very peaceful rallies," The Philppine student said. She added that sometimes the police in her city even followed behind the marching protesters, supervising—a fact that didn’t seem to disturb her. "For me, I’m not afraid of the police."

So Mary will return to the Philippines, in part to be with her close knit family. The lack of family closeness and parental authority was the major difference the grad student noticed when she first arrived in the United States.

"The main difference is that (in the Philippines) even if you’re, say, 25—you stay with your parents," she explained. "Here, it seems like when you’re 18, you want to leave."

Another difference between Americans and Filipinos, she said she noticed right away was the open display of affection between boyfriends and girlfriends—a display she says Americans are infamous for in the far east.

"Here you’re very open—I think you know what I mean," she said, lowering her voice and leaning forward.

"In the Philippines, in certain places, you don’t see kissing in public. Back home, it’s very seldom," she explained.

Faculty support needed for next profile
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But hand-holding and kissing couples at Cal Poly didn’t shock the 24-year-old. "Actually, I’d read about it already. I was sort of looking forward to the freedom," she said.

Mary says she has been very happy at Cal Poly. This is her second year of studies; she chose to prolong her graduate work so she could spend another year here.

On the whole, she says, people in San Luis Obispo have treated her very well. "I don’t think I feel like I am a minority. I think you can avoid that," she said.

There have been some instances, she admitted, where American students have not treated her like an equal. "I think it’s just how Americans are brought up," she speculated.

"It’s all what you’re used to. I don’t think you mean to look down on them or anything," she added.

Unlike the Latin American students interviewed, the Philppine grad student thinks minority students are partly responsible for how they are treated.

"Discrimination is also on our part," she said. "We all interpret our actions to looking down on us."

"If someone looks strangely at us, usually I just start to smile. And when I get to know them, they explain why they had their reaction."

WANT A JOB??
Jobs come to those who have resumes printed at Poor Richard’s Press.

Placement interview Resume Forms printed while you wait!
542-0844
2224 E. Josey Street
San Luis Obispo
(one block east of Greyhound)

Pick up your FREE copy of Poor Richard’s ABC’s of Resumes at the Placement Office or at Poor Richard’s Press.

Retro Rock
A Half Hour of Interviews and Music with Currently Successful Groups
Saturday Nights
At 10:00
81.3 FM The Sound Alternative
Moving snags leave offices cold, dark
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"I'm sure there's a reasonable explanation for all of this," he continued. "But it appears that this is Cal Poly's top administration's way of dealing with the School of Business."

Complaints of the instructors housed in the complex include:
- lack of telephone service in the offices.
- lack of adequate security lighting around Modoc, the faculty parking area, the faculty restrooms, and sidewalks.
- lack of permanent heating which would allow individuals in the office to control and adjust.
- need for increased security in the area, especially in the early morning and evening hours.
- construction of permanent sidewalks so that the faculty won't have to walk through the mud when it rains.
- provision of drinking water facilities.

"Last year they tried to reorganize us. This year they're just going to move us out onto the railroad tracks and hope that a train hits us."

it probably was, but I'm a little disturbed that they didn't do their research as well as they should have.

Attempts were made to use cordless phones in the offices, Gerard noted, but they didn't work out. Phone service will not be available to the offices until the middle of next week, he added.

The heating problem was caused primarily by the weather, Gerard continued. "We quite frankly didn't anticipate the temperature problem," he said. October is usually a warm month in San Luis Obispo, and the recent cool temperatures were a surprise, he explained.

Furthermore, rain delayed the installation of new gas lines to the offices, which was completed Wednesday. The ducting should be completed today and heat will then be available to the offices, Gerard said.

Other options which might solve the problems include relocating the faculty to different offices. The issue of security has never been raised."

The hours that business classes are taught are weighted toward early morning and evening, one instructor noted, which is a major problem in terms of security. One option the faculty might like to consider would be rescheduling of these classes, the instructor said.

The heating system was raised.

The heating system was "just a combination of unfortunate circumstances, including the weather," said executive Dean E. Douglas Gerard, who is overseeing the project. "It was something we couldn't predict."

The problem with the telephone stems from poor research on the part of Pacific Telephone, he explained. The company was contacted last year about the move and it assured Cal Poly that telephone service to the offices would not be interrupted by the construction.

"We found that advice was not correct," Gerard stated. "I'd like to think it was an honest mistake and been raised."

The heating system was raised.

The heating problem was caused primarily by the weather, Gerard continued. "We quite frankly didn't anticipate the temperature problem," he said. October is usually a warm month in San Luis Obispo, and the recent cool temperatures were a surprise, he explained.

Furthermore, rain delayed the installation of a new gas line to the offices, which was completed Wednesday. The ducting should be completed today and heat will then be available to the offices, Gerard said.

The issue of lighting and security hadn't been brought up before, Gerard said. "I can understand their concerns," he said. "I just wish they'd contacted me earlier. I have been in frequent contact with the faculty down there. The issue of security has never been raised."

- repair of office doors so that they can be opened without force.
- eventual replacement of the outhouses with permanent sanitary facilities.
- The situation at Modoc is "just a combination of unfortunate circumstances, including the weather," said executive Dean E. Douglas Gerard, who is overseeing the project. "It was something we couldn't predict."
- The heating problem was caused primarily by the weather, Gerard continued. "We quite frankly didn't anticipate the temperature problem," he said. October is usually a warm month in San Luis Obispo, and the recent cool temperatures were a surprise, he explained.
- Furthermore, rain delayed the installation of a new gas line to the offices, which was completed Wednesday. The ducting should be completed today and heat will then be available to the offices, Gerard said.
- The issue of lighting and security hadn't been brought up before, Gerard said. "I can understand their concerns," he said. "I just wish they'd contacted me earlier. I have been in frequent contact with the faculty down there. The issue of security has never been raised."

This year they're just going to move us out onto the railroad tracks and hope that a train hits us."
Poly wrestlers good as gold in intrasquad match

by Scott Swanson

The Gold squad slipped by the Green, 24-23, Tuesday night as the Cal Poly wrestling team warmed up for the season with its annual Green and Gold intrasquad meet.

Although there were some shaky performances, by and large the match showed the team ready to come out.

The thriller match of the night was between Roger Slay 25-1 superior decision over sophomore Bob Marrone in the 177-pound class. Skylar, a 1983 Junior College national champion, dominated the match, keeping Marrone on his back for most of the bout. His performance drew praise from officiating coach Bryan Hitchcock.

"Slaye looked real good," Hitchcock said. "He was up for the match because he knew this wrestler wasn't strong. But he looks very exciting."

If Hitchcock has any cause for worry, it is that Skylar will be able to get in shape after redshirting last year. Skylar underwent double knee surgery and suffered a broken ankle and separated shoulder during the latter half of last year.

"Slaye is talented, but a year's layoff slowed him down," Hitchcock said. "But if he can get in good shape he should do very well."

Although the 177-pound bout took the spotlight, there were a number of other spectacular performances.

Freshman Eric Osborne pinned senior Dario Slavazzo with 1:05 remaining in the first period of their 185-pound match. Osborne, a two-time state champion in high school, was undefeated his first two pro matches.

"Osborne showed a great deal of poise and balance after Dario went to his back," Hitchcock said.

In the 134-pound class, junior Carlos Escudero fought off a tricky attack and a 6-0 lead by freshman Tommy McConkey to win by a fall with a 1:13 lead in the third period.

"I think 142 pounds will be a real good weight for us," said Hitchcock, who has two right wrestlers and they'll make each other work.

Senior coach Chris DeLong was out for challenger David Miller in the 144-pound category with a third period pin with 47 seconds left. Miller, a junior wrestler tied at 126 pounds last season but was manhandled by DeLong who led 1:7 before the fall. Senior John Nolind also didn't manage anything, as he scored a 3-1 superior decision over junior Tim Barcwho in the 190-pound match. All Barcwho's pressure came on escapes as Nolind cracked up his score with some take downs in the latter half of the match.

The green squad led 23-30 with Noland's win, but Jeff Steward scored a 10-2 superior decision over Deniis Townsend in the heavyweight bout to win the match for the gold.

Townsend's brother Don also ran into problems as he lost by injury default with 1:21 left to go in the 167-pound bout to Jason Romero. Romero had been leading 2-0 before Townsend threw in the towel.

In the 184-pound class, veteran Jeff Eschenbrenner took the lead from Lawrence McNutt 5-2. Jeff Chadester outlasted Mike Manzocco in the 126-pound class, scoring a take down and near fall with just over a minute left to win 7-5. Junior Cordan won the 150-pound bout 4-0 over freshman Bob Grabick.

Hitchcock was satisfied with the performances as a whole.

"Overall, I'm pleased with our condition," he said. "We were a little shaky but it's hard to wrestle against your own teammates. Our balance looks good. Our depth doesn't look as strong as we would like it to look.

Hitchcock will have the opportunity to watch his team compete with other schools this weekend at the Cal Poly Collegiate Tournament to be held at Cal Poly Assembly Hall. Teams from San Jose State, Cal State Bakersfield, Fresno State, Long Beach State, Cal State Fullerton and Nevada Las Vegas are expected to compete in the affair.
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